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Abstract
The shared translation task of the Workshop of Statistical Machine Translation (WMT) is one of the key annual events of the field. Participating machine translation systems in WMT translation task are manually evaluated by relatively ranking five candidate translations
of a given sentence. This style of evaluation has been used since 2007 with some discussion on interpreting the collected judgements but
virtually no insight into what the annotators are actually doing. The scoring task is relatively cognitively demanding and many scoring
strategies are possible, influencing the reliability of the final judgements. In this paper, we describe our first steps towards explaining the
scoring task: we run the scoring under an eye-tracker and monitor what the annotators do. At the current stage, our results are more of a
proof-of-concept, testing the feasibility of eye tracking for the analysis of such a complex MT evaluation setup.
Keywords: MT Evaluation, WMT, Eye Tracking

1.

Introduction

Despite benefits and popularity of automatic Machine
Translation (MT) evaluation metrics, human annotation
stays the gold standard for evaluating and comparing MT
outputs. Many styles and purposes of manual MT evaluation have been studied in the past, from judging fluency and
adequacy (Koehn and Monz, 2006) over a single absolute
score scale (Graham, 2015) or relative ranking of complete
MT hypotheses or their parts (Callison-Burch et al., 2007)
to correcting outputs (Specia and Farzindar, 2010), marking of errors (Fishel et al., 2012; Lommel et al., 2014b),
cloze tests (Ageeva et al., 2015) or approximations of taskbased evaluation (Berka et al., 2011); see (Koehn, 2007) for
a small survey.
Moreover, automatic MT evaluation metrics usually heavily rely on human judgements. One part of this input are
naturally the reference translations or some clever variation of them (Dreyer and Marcu, 2012; Bojar et al., 2013a).
Another very important part are the manual quality judgements, because more and more metrics are trained to approximate best the manual scores (Stanojević et al., 2015).
Thus, the quality of automatic metrics depends on human
evaluations that are used as training data and benchmarks.
To sum up, human evaluation of MT to date is crucial for
setting an adequate standard of quality for MT systems and
steering development loop in the right direction (including
the area of automatic MT evaluation). Therefore, to create better MT systems, we need to deeply understand the
process of human evaluation and analyse its possible shortcomings.
In this study, we focus on the human annotation procedure
used to evaluate submissions for the Shared Translation
Task in Workshop of Machine Translation (WMT1 ). WMT
is an annual flagship event for the MT community, and the
yearly overview paper sets the state of the art in the field.
WMT relies on manual MT evaluation, and considering the
importance and the scope of influence of WMT, the quality
of the manual evaluation is of critical importance.
1
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Concerns about reliability of the manual evaluation used
for WMT Shared Task have been raised frequently by the
research community. Arguably, the most concerning issue is the relatively low rate of inter-annotator agreement
(IAA). There have been many attempts to understand the
reasons for annotator disagreement. For example, Bojar et
al. (2011) noted some problems of the technique in the way
judgements were interpreted, the calculation of scores due
to ties or a relation between the number of times a system
is judged and the evaluation score. Also, they observed that
sentence length played a role: for longer sentences, IAA
was lower, possibly due to limited attention span of annotators or due to larger portions of text that can be incomparably wrong.
Vela and van Genabith (2015) attempted to explain the low
IAA scores by the lack of special knowledge and skills
translators acquire during their study process, in contrast to
WMT annotators who are recruited from MT researchers or
lay people on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Vela and van Genabith (2015) reproduced WMT13 evaluation procedure, but
employed professional translation students as annotators.
They generally managed to reproduce the results of WMT
evaluation, but IAA scores were indeed higher. This can
be attributed to both special knowledge, such as a strong
background in linguistics, better understanding of hierarchy and categorisation of errors, general homogeneity of
the group in the level of education and background, and
specially trained skills.
Lommel et al. (2014a) performed a general in-depth analysis of IAA on errors in MT, without using the WMT interface. They identified several points of disagreement between annotators. Those include scope of span-level annotations, defined as precise scope of errors; error categorisation; hierarchy (how crucial is the error). While this sheds
the light on issues which lead to confusion between annotators, an important observation is that evaluators disagree
on specific, fine grained description of errors, but generally
agree on binary decision whether MT output is erroneous
or not. The same observation was made by Stymne and
Ahrenberg (2012), who reported higher IAA scores when a
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simplified error taxonomy was used. This, however, contradicts to some extent the low IAA scores of WMT evaluation
where no error labels are used at all.
To sum up, low IAA scores are an important issue that impacts MT research. In order to reach higher IAA, we need
to understand the process of manual evaluation deeper. Despite various attempts, at the moment there is no clearly
defined and exhaustive explanation for this phenomenon.
In this work, we make preparatory steps towards analysing
the problem of low IAA by paying special attention to cognitive processing of the sentences by the annotators. To
indirectly observe how annotators process sentences and
make decisions on their quality, we use eye-tracking techniques.

2. Goal of this Pilot
In this pilot study, we run a small sample of the WMT manual ranking for MT systems that took part in the WMT13
shared task (Bojar et al., 2013b) in English-to-Czech translation2 . Our primary objectives were:
• to implement and test the technical means for eye
tracking of WMT rankings,
• to observe the accuracy of eye tracking and the range
of possible recording problems before running an experiment at a larger scale,
• to collect preliminary observations about time spent
on various parts of the screen, attention span and
strategies of judging,
• to formulate specific questions that should be answered in a larger study.

3. Related Work
Eye tracking has been successfully applied to different areas of MT research, including translation memory matches
(O’Brien, 2006), post-editing (Green et al., 2013; Vieira,
2014) and others. It allows to look at the behaviour of human translators, editors and annotators from a white box
perspective, indirectly observing the cognitive effort they
need for the task and the areas of text that attracts more
attention. Eye tracking has the advantage of being relatively cheap and effortless since participants do not require
any additional training. This, together with the reliability
of results, makes the use of eye tracking very attractive for
research on human processing of MT data.
One of the important applications of eye tracking for MT
research is analysis of MT errors. Intuitively, errors differ
in severity. The more serious the error, the more it complicates the understanding of the text. If a chunk of a text
is difficult to understand, the reader would show certain
gaze patterns when reading this text. Stymne et al. (2012)
showed that different types of errors had different levels of
deviation in those measurements from the error-free areas.
This is explained by different level of difficulty caused by
different types of errors. (Hill and Keller, 2014) analysed in
2
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depth cognitive basis of error analysis, taking into account
error classifications by type and severity.
Another direction that has been well researched is automatic MT evaluation using eye-tracking data. This direction of research goes back to 1990s, with Fuji (1999)
who measured “informativeness”, “comprehensiveness”
and “fluency” of MT texts via eye-tracking data and proposed metrics based on gaze patterns as an alternative to
traditional evaluation metrics. More recently, Doherty et
al. (2010) explored correlations between the quality of MT
output sentences and eye-tracking data collected from reading those sentences. The findings show that gaze time and
fixation counts have medium to strong correlation with the
manually evaluated quality of translated texts. Average fixation times and pupil dilations did now show correlation.
The results suggest that further research on the use of eye
tracking for semi-automatic evaluation of the quality of MT
has a high potential.
Doherty and O’Brien (2014) and Klerke et al. (2015) used
the rationale that a translation is good if it is easy to read
and (at the same time) it successfully serves its purpose
(e.g. a translated user manual is helpful to solve a software
problem). The studies conclude that, while being comprehensible enough to be useful in a real-world scenario, outputs of modern MT systems require manual post-editing to
reach native level of comprehensiveness.
Overall, eye-tracking data has been succesfully used to
shed light on complex questions in MT from the cognitive perspective. We therefore hope it can also help in understanding the cognitive processes behind the traditional
WMT style of evaluation.

4.

Experimental Setup

For this pilot study, we asked our colleagues and students.
In total, we got 8 volunteers (4 male, 4 female), five of
which have taken part in WMT manual ranking before, so
they were familiar with the task and screen layout. Six of
the annotators were linguists or had some background in
linguistics. All but two annotators had normal or correctedto-normal vision (wearing glasses or contact lenses). The
two problematic ones agreed to run the task without glasses
they normally wear, because we were not able to calibrate
the eye tracker with the glasses on. They confirmed they
can read the text well, the exercise was only more strenuous
for them.

4.1.

Screen Layout

The WMT ranking is traditionally performed in a webbased user interface. Since 2013, WMT relies on an updated version of Appraise (Federmann, 2012) to present the
annotation screens and collect judgements.
We simplified the Appraise HTML+CSS layout by removing light gray labels for the various versions of the sentence
and by extending the vertical and horizonal space to increase the reliability of the recorded gaze positions. We
also added a simple JavaScript code that reported coordinates of all HTML elements of interest. We collected the
bounding boxes of all letters and punctuation symbols in
the sentences, and of all the buttons of the user interface
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4.3.

Figure 1: Our simplified Appraise evaluation screen with
bounding boxes of letters, buttons and also some larger areas highlighted. There is the source and reference at the
top, followed by five candidates. The “Rank 1” till “Rank
5” orange buttons are operational, the green and red “Best”
and “Worst” boxes are labels only. Surprisingly, some of
the reported coordinates are systematically misplaced, e.g.
the buttons and esp. the blockquote element around each
candidate translation. For the analysis, we relied primarily
on the letters, wrapping all letters in a text snippet into a
rectangular area of interest.

4.2. Eye-Tracker Setup
Eye movements were recorded using EyeLink II eyetracker
with frame rate 250 Hz. Each annotator viewed the monitor
(17” CRT) 50 cm from the screen3 and their heads were
restrained using chinrest.
For the sake of reliable measurements, we calibrated and
validated the eye-tracker after every screen. This proved
useful also because it allowed us to provide annotators with
a break every few screens as needed.
All the annotators were presented with the exact same set
of annotation screens in the same order. Depending on time
availability and tireness, they were allowed to exit the session after any screen. One annotator managed to annotate
as few as 8 screens in the hour allocated for him (due to severe problems with calibration and the fact that the task was
new to him), others completed 16, 27 or even 32 screens in
less than one hour.
3

For one of the annotators who was not wearing his glasses,
we reduced the viewing distance to 42 cm.

Interpreting the Recordings

The work of one annotator on one screen constitutes a trial.
Because the trials were long from the eye-tracking point of
view (75.32 s per trial on average), it was common that annotators blinked. Blinks were projected into the eye data as
rapid decrease in pupil size measured by eye tracker. We
removed samples from the data were pupil size decreased
below 0.7 of average pupil size in the trial. We also removed 30 ms of eye tracking data before and after the samples identified as blinks.
When we projected the recorded gaze trajectories onto the
annotation screens, it was apparent that the calibration was
slightly distorted in many cases. The distortions were different for each screen and person. Sometimes, the distortions were non-linear (not a simple translation or skew),
with a large portion of the area calibrated well but e.g. a
corner running away. At the same time, it was usually
very clear from the trajectories which text the annotator was
reading at a particular time. We therefore abandoned the
idea of interpreting the recordings at the level of words and
resorted to larger areas of interest.4 To improve the reliability of the results, we decided to manually adjust the areas of
interest for each annotator and screen individually. Original
and adjusted areas are illustrated in Figure 4.

5.

Observations

This section summarizes out first observations of the data.

5.1.
(rank buttons and the submit button; we did not allow the
annotators to skip sentences), see Figure 1.
For the purposes of eye tracking, screen presentation had
to be tightly coupled with the control of the eye tracker.
Instead of running a web browser during the session, we
rendered the annotation screens in FireFox beforehand, extracted the relevant area from standard screenshots and emulated the function of radio buttons by overlaying pictures
in Matlab using Psychtoolbox extension (Brainard, 1997).
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Incomparable Types of Errors

First of all, it is reasonable to suggest that incomparable
candidate sentences would cause annotator disagreement.
In the long term, we would like to separate disagreement
due to incomparable candidates from disagreement due to
lack of attention, but the current recordings seem too scarce
for such an analysis. Identifying incomparable candidates
(be it from the final rankings or from eye-tracking data)
could be useful beyond simple system evaluation. For instance, when deciding which MT system to use for a particular purpose, it may be useful to measure the extrinsic performance on incomparable sentences, because that would
help to identify the qualities needed for the task.
We propose the following simple approximation of sentence pair incomparability given multiple annotations. We
list all pairs of candidate translations and note how often the
pair was annotated < (indicating that the first system was
preferred), = or >. Then we consider the distribution of the
three options <, =, > and calculate the entropy. When a
pair is unanimously ranked as e.g. < then the entropy will
be zero and when the annotators are not sure, the entropy
will be high.
Looking at sentence pairs with a high entropy, we observed
multiple times from the data that this happens in candidate
pairs where fluency is high but the adequacy suffers and
vice versa. If the first candidate is ungrammatical but it
would become perfect when fixing some word-level errors
(such as some morphological agreement) and the second
4
We would like to come back to the analysis at the level of
words and characters, because at least a dozen of screens seems to
be recorded accurately enough.
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Figure 2: The ratio of time, which annotators spent on different areas. NA represents samples where eye gaze was
out of the areas.
candidate is perfectly grammatical but the meaning is distorted, then the agreement on ranking would be typically
low.
One option for future research is to collect eye tracking data
large and precise enough to see if each annotator has a stable capacity of noticing various error types and a stable error hierarchy when comparing such candidates.

5.2. Less Attention Lower on the Screen
We quantified the allocation of attention between candidates as number of eye gaze samples falling inside each
individual box. As can be seen on Figure 2, time spent
on each candidate decreased as sentences were positioned
lower at the screen. Participants looked most of the time at
one of the boxes, only 2.3% of eye gaze data fell outside
our defined boxes. This observation is verified by expressing the relationship using Pearson correlation coeficient (r
= -0.32) and this relationship was stable for all-but-one annotator (r = -0.51 – -0.25).
With increasing order of trials, time needed per one screen
decreased (r = -0.39) and again, with exception of the same
participant as above, this pattern was stable (r = -0.79 – 0.02).
One possible explanation for a lower agreement (e.g. as
approximated by our entropy of labelling) is that candidate
appearing lower on the screen are ranked less reliably due
to decrease in attention.
We observed from our data that this is not true. Candidate pairs when one of the candidates is at the bottom of
the screen do not have any lower entropy. More generally,
we took the Pearson correlation coefficient between the entropy of labelling described above and the sum of candidate
positions (so if the two compared sentences are the fourth
and fifth on the screen, this would be 9), and the entropy
described above. The correlation is as low as 0.02.
It is also not true that candidates further apart from each
other on the screen (i.e. taking the difference of positions)
would have lower entropy.

% Trials
81.2
6.8
5.7
2.3
2.3
73.9
7.4
5.7
2.3
53.4
18.2
4.5
4.0
44.9
11.4
6.2
4.0
2.8
2.8

Pattern
SR123
SRSR1
SR121
SRS12
SRSRS
SR1R1
SR1S1
S1234
SR12S
SR1234
SRSR12
SRS123
SR1212
SR1232
SRSRS1
S12345
SR123R
SR1S12
SR1213
SR12345
SRSR123
SR12123
SRS1234
SR1S123
SRSRS12
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% Trials
34.1
7.4
6.2
5.1
4.0
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
25.0
5.7
5.1
4.0
4.0
2.8
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
19.9
4.0
4.0
3.4
2.3
2.3

Table 1: A summary of frequent beginnings of gaze trajectories. Patterns over 2% listed.
We suggest to make a similar analysis on order in which
sentences are being read.

5.3.

Ranking Strategies

Given the detailed eye-tracking data we have, it is interesting to learn if people follow some common annotation
strategy or a pattern on the screen. Many possible ways
of extracting patterns from the gaze trajectory are possible,
and it would be also interesting to relate the eye tracker
data to the choices made and adjusted by clicking the rank
buttons. For now, we limit our observations to common
beginnings of the trajectories (removing short noise).
Table 1 summarizes the percentage of trials that the annotator started by looking into a particular area (S for Source, R
for Reference, digits for individual candidate translations;
disregarding too short observations). The majority of paths
start in the source, but about 7% start in the reference and
6% in the first candidate.
Extending the observation to the first two areas, reading
first the source and then the reference is the most common
pattern (74%), followed by considering the source and then
immediately the first candidate (7%) or the reference and
the first candidate (6%).
Further in the table, we see that a quick comparison of the
source and reference is (SRSR) is also frequent (11%).
Finally, about 20% of trials follow the most natural sequence SR12345. Other patterns are also common, e.g.
comparing pairs of candidates (. . . 121. . . etc.). It would
be very interesting to look at such pairwise comparisons
and sentence similarity or agreement in pairwise ranking.
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Figure 3: The correlation of source word count and the ratio of time spent in the Reference vs. the Source (Pearson
0.272).

5.4. Source or Reference?
All our annotators were native Czechs with good English
skills, so evaluating English-to-Czech MT was an appropriate task for them. Still, it was clear that reading the English
source is more demanding for them. On the other hand,
the references are not always very literal and the annotators were aware of the fact that the systems would be better
judged based on the source than on the reference. (It is even
possible, that the reference would contain some additional
information, either from the context, or because Czech was
the source text in some cases). A natural question to ask
is whether the annotators put more attention to the English
source or to the Czech reference.
To quantify this, we consider the time spent gazing in the
area of the reference vs. the time spent on the source. We
take a simple ratio of these figures for every screen and annotator and average the ratio over screens. Annotators do
not differ much in this respect, their Reference/Source ratio
is 0.41±0.06 which means they spend more time (59%) in
the source.
Figure 3 puts the Reference/Source ratio in context with
source sentence length (word count before tokenization).
We see a slight preference for relying on the Reference as
the sentences get longer.
This result confirms our expectation: longer sentences are
more demanding to process, so the annotators resort to the
reference more often.

5.5. Parts of Sentences Skipped
One concern we may have is whether the annotators read
the whole sentences. An example of a portion of sentence
skipped can be seen in Figure 4: the fifth candidate is read
only to about one half and then the judge realizes that the
beginning was already bad enough to make the judgement.
The candidate gets rank 4, the worst value assigned by the
annotator in this screen.
We checked the whole set of 163 screens (i.e. 5 · 163 = 815
candidates to read) and skipping such a large portion was a
very rare exception. One more annotator skipped the tail
of the very same sentence and we have seen one more sim-

Figure 4: An example gaze trajectory. We see rather good
accuracy at the five candidate translations, a skew in the
area of the source sentence (top left) and a drift by about
one line in the area of the reference (top right). The second half of the last candidate was not read by the judge
at all. The blue dashed rectangles indicate areas of interest derived from the exact rendering of the page, the black
rectangles are our manually adjusted areas to compensate
for calibration errors.
ilarly bad sentence evaluated while skipping its last three
words. In about 19 cases (2.3%), the annotator skipped the
last word or two, but the exact same sentence end appeared
higher on the screen, so the annotator has probably compared the text visually. Once, the two words skipped at the
end of the sentence were not exactly identical but swapped.
And once, one word at a sentence beginning was skipped,
but it was visually identical to the beginning of another sentence. In sum, our annotators were very careful in reading all the sentences so no unreliability can be attributed to
skipping the text.

6.

Discussion

In this pilot eye tracking of WMT manual ranking, we
learned that the accuracy of the technology is very limited.
In the majority of trials, so far we couldn’t get the gaze position precisely enough to identify words focused, let alone
their parts (like morphemes indicating declination). The
difficulties with calibration depend on many factors, primarily related to the subject (glasses, tiredness, acceptable
tightness of the head band) but also to surrounding light
conditions. Even with the exceptionally well recorded trials, the gaze usually stops before the middle of the last
word, so character-level diagnostics is not plausible unless
the sentences are constructed in some special way.
On the other hand, the areas of attention can be easily identified (although with a necessary manual correction) and
with detailed timing information, we believe very interesting insights can be obtained.
To overcome the limited accuracy, we consider replacing
the eye-tracker with a special presentation mode where the
whole screen except a small area around the mouse pointer
would be blurred.
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7.

Future work

The small dataset we created can be analyzed in many further ways, for instance, it would be interesting to check
whether WMT annotators exhibit the same reactions to different error types as observed by Stymne et al. (2012). This
need not be the case, since WMT annotators expect errors
and search for them in a way.
We suggest to separately investigate the influence of attention span on agreement. It is known that human attention
span is as limited as 8 seconds (Watson, 2015), which is
not sufficient to carefully read and compare all 5 target sentences, as offered by WMT evaluation interface. Certain
observations have been made by the research community
that support this hypothesis, see e.g. Vela and van Genabith
(2015) mentioned above.
We also suggest to explore the issue of accumulating tiredness during the exercise. The degradation of people’s attention during the hourlong recording could influence the
results.

8.

Conclusion

We conducted a pilot study on using eye-tracking techologies to look into the process of WMT manual evaluation.
Our approach allows to implicitly show the strategies used
by annotators, and issues they struggled with. Analysis of
such data can help to understand the issue of annotator disagreement, which is an important problem in manual annotation.
Our preliminary findings show that annotators follow different strategies when working with the data. It remains for
future analysis to check if each particular person prefers a
small subset of the strategies, or if the strategies vary during the session. We plan to relate the observed strategies to
the choices made and adjusted by the annotator, and also to
the inter-annotator agreement.
We are very hopeful that further explorations will shed light
on the phenomenon of annotator disagreement and help improve the reliability of manual MT evaluation.
Finally, we make our data publicly available at:
http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1679
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